
  

judge us not by our diminutive 
stature, or the fact that we wear 
pajamas with built-in feet.
We are Toxin Freedom Fighters, here to wreak havoc on a system that
needlessly exposes us to toxic chemicals. And by “wreak havoc,” we
mean enter into a constructive dialogue with elected leaders through
which we arrive at a mutually beneficial solution.

 

we’ve been dealing with
this malarkey since before
we were born.
According to experts at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
300 toxic chemicals are showing up in our umbilical cords. Stuff that
can hurt our nervous systems, mess with our developing brains and
lower our IQs. Really bad stuff that’s also linked to cancer, birth
defects and asthma. It’s enough to drive even the most
rational neonate to the cape and tights.

it’s time for a cleaner clean.
The worst part about having these toxic chemicals in consumer
products is that we don’t need them. Because there are safe
alternatives that work just as well. In fact, Seventh Generation has
been using green chemistry and plant-based ingredients for over 
25 years, working hard to make products that get the job done, 
without all the sketchy stuff. Listen, we like a clean onesie as much
as the next guy – just not one that makes us glow in the dark.

 

  

help us bring

 

 ongress to its knees.
It's time for lawmakers to wake up and smell the botanical extracts.
It's time for them to do something about all the bad chemicals out
 there. Because that stuff ends up in our homes, and then in our bodies.
 So we're doing whatever it takes to get 100,000 signatures by Earth Day,
   and force a discussion with the government. If that means we have to 
      do some hard time-out, well, it's worth it.

TAKE A SWING AT
SKETCHY CHEMICALS,
VISIT FIGHTTOXINS.COM
& SIGN THE PETITION

.
.


